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Introduction
Welcome to Karacterz, the ultimate 
character-building, fighting card game! We at 
Landratt, LLC designed this game over a 10-
year period to make Karacterz something you 
will enjoy. 

Battle fighters from around the world in the 
only arena without limits!  Harness elemental 
magic, the martial arts and medieval warfare 
in this set of Karacterz.

Game Overview
In Karacterz, everyone builds a customized 
fighter leading to an epic showdown to decide 
the ultimate victor! The game is split into 
two phases: Phase 1: BUILD! and Phase 2: 
FIGHT!. During Phase 1, players take turns 
drawing cards and place them on the table to 
create their fighters. Players then battle each 
other in Phase 2 to determine the ultimate 
champion!

Goal
The winner is the player who takes the least 
amount of damage in Phase 2: FIGHT! In 
a 2-player game you must simply do more 
damage than your opponent to win. In a 
game with 3 or more players, however, you 
will have to choose your targets carefully, 
using teamwork and betrayal to work with 
and against the other players to ensure your 
Karacter comes out on top.  

Golden Rule
Whenever a card contradicts or overrides 
the rules written in this or any rulebook, 
follow the instructions written on the card. 
This includes overriding rules written on 
the official Karacterz website and on social 
media. 

Future Episodes and Expansions
The Deluxe Box Set, contains everything 
players need to learn and play Karacterz. 
Future releases of Karacterz products will 
add many new cards to expand your game’s 
world! All Karacterz cards are playable with 
each other, regardless of what set they came 
from. Players are free to mingle Karacterz 
cards and create their own universe for their 
adventure.
 
In official play, cards released from the 
Karacterz Preview Packs cannot be used in 
the game. These cards are easily recognizable 
as their illustrations are not colored.
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The Decks Of Cards
To build the most epic fighter, Karacterz 
utilizes four different decks of cards:

Magic
Fighters use magic to master the 
arcane arts and cast epic spells! 
There are magical weapons and 
artifacts that boost their 
awesome magical powers.

Agility
Fighters train to overcome any 
obstacle with a variety of combat 
maneuvers! Overwhelm your 
opponents with blinding speed 
and sharp precision.

Physical
Fighters charge into battle using 
their awesome strength! 
Overpower everyone with the 
most powerful collection of 
armor and weapons to match.

Support
This deck of cards contains the 
raw Stat cards needed to grow 
your fighter’s strengths and 
powers. The Support deck also 
has extra Mastery cards and is 

the only deck with the rare and powerful 
Origin cards.

, , and  are called stat types. Your 
attacks deal additional damage equal to the 
number of , , or  bonuses the attacking 
player has equipped. 

Each ,  and  a player has equipped 
subtracts a point of damage any time that 
player takes damage of the same stat type.

Components

Placement Mats
These are optional but extremely helpful 
accessories that can organize your playing 
area. One mat has 6 spots for cards labeled: 
Armor, Mastery, Origin, Class and two Wild 
spots. During Phase 1, players can place one 
card of each type at the designated spots. 
The Wild spots are for any cards that are 
not Armor, Mastery, Origin, Class, Stat or 
Combat cards. 

The other mat organizes your Combat Deck, 
Discard Pile, Weapon/Shield and Stat cards. 

If players so choose, they may cut their 
mats along the black dotted lines so they 
can organize their area any way they wish. 
However, cutting up the mats will cause the 
paper to slip out of the laminated plastic.
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Damage Tokens
These tokens are used to keep track of how 
much damage players receive during Phase 
2: FIGHT!. The area where players wish 
to keep their damage tokens is called the 
Damage Pile. Each player has their own 
Damage Pile.

When playing a game with 
3 or more players, pass the 
Turn token to the player who 
draws next.

Cards
The Karacterz Deluxe Set includes 160 total 
cards. There are three different sets of cards 
in Karacterz:

Cards Players Equip in Phase 1:
The following cards players equip to give 
their fighter bonuses and powers to be used 
during Phase 2.

Core

Players select a Core card at 
setup. The Core card 
represents your fighter’s 
gender identity and natural 
affinity toward a stat type. 

Armor

Armor cards represent the suit 
your fighter wears for 
protection and enhance their 
fighting abilities. 

Mastery

Mastery cards represent your 
fighter’s combat specialty. With 
lots of practice and experience, 
the best fighters master a skill 
to dominate the battlefield! 

Origin
Origin cards represent the 
history of your fighter; how the 
fighter was trained or raised to 
become the most powerful 
fighter. These are the rarest 
cards with only 4 in the first 
set! 

Class

Class cards represent your 
fighter’s profession. They have 
requirements to equip them in 
Phase 1, but they give great 
bonuses and powers to your 
fighter!

Stat

    
Equipping a Stat card increases your 
fighter’s power of that stat type.
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Weapon

This is the weapon(s) your 
fighter wields to strike down 
their enemies! Every fighter 
must have at least one Weapon 
equipped before beginning 
Phase 2: FIGHT!.

Shield

Fighters wield Shield cards to 
get extra protection from their 
opponents’ attacls.

Wild 
Wild cards are all other cards 
that are also not Combat 
cards. Only Hidden Item ( )
cards in the first release and 
Deluxe Set of Karacterz can be 
equipped as Wild cards. More 
Wild cards will be featured in 
future releases.

Combat Cards
These cards are placed face-
down during Phase 1: BUILD! 
to become the player’s Combat 
Deck. The Combat Deck is 
where players draw their cards 
to battle each other during 
Phase 2.  

Page 16 shows how combat cards are played.

Combat Block

Block your opponent’s attack 
with a Combat Block card. 
Some block against multiple 
stat types and others strike 
back!

Combat Boost

Enhance your fighter’s powers 
and abilities temporarily with a 
Combat Boost card. These 
cards can help you catch up or 
increase your winning streak!

Combat Attack

Strike your opponents with a 
Combat Attack card. Become 
victorious by dealing the most 
damage with the strongest 
attacks!

Purple Cards
All other cards have a purple background.

    

    

Each player also is given a Half/Full Block, 
Half/Full Boost and a Half/Full Attack card 
at setup. These cards are used to add extra 
strategic choices to battle your opponents 
with during Phase 2.
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Card Anatomy

1. Related Stat Type
This symbol shows which stat type the card 
most closely relates to. Most cards match 
this symbol to the deck it belongs to. There 
are a few exceptions, such as Stat and 
Karacter cards.

2. Title
The name of the card or Karacter.

3. Permanent Bonuses
When cards have bonuses (such as  +1, 

2, etc.) here, your fighter gets these 
bonuses as long as they have the card 
equipped.

4. Artwork
Check out the awesome, full-card 
illustrations by our many fine artists! Check 
them out at www.Karacterz.com!

5. Type of Card
This section shows the card’s type. Card 
types include Combat cards, Stat cards, and 
many more.

6. More Symbols!
These are extra symbols that label the card 
and show special properties or ways the card 
can be used. ,  , , and  are a few 
great examples.

7. Powers, Requirements and Quote
Many cards are more than just bonuses, 
they also grant extra powers! This section 
will detail any special powers, as well as any 
requirements that must be met to equip the 
card. This section might also feature a quote 
from an original Karacter card.

8. Artwork Credit, Card Set and 
Number, Copyright

Here is where we give the artist their credit, 
what set (and what number in that set) the 
card comes from and who owns the copyright 
to the card.

Big Box

Middle 
Box

Top Box

1

2

8

7

65
4

3
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 Reference Cards
These cards are for players to reference at 
any time throughout the game. 

The Symbol Guide translates 
the symbols into words. 

Class Requirements lists each 
Class card and their 
requirements to equip them. 

   
Phase 1/Phase 2 cards paraphrase the rules 
to help players remember key concepts and 
rules.

Karacter Cards
Karacter cards are pre-constructed fighters. 
They are not used in a normal game of 
Karacterz; however, they add different styles 
of play to the table! The rules for Karacter 
cards are in the second rulebook.

   

Learn Karacterz
Now that you have been introduced to all the 
different cards and accessories that make 
the game, continue to learn how to play 
Karacterz!

Choose the best method that works for you 
or read everything:

Continue onto the next page to read the 
basic rules in a traditional format.

Go to page 11 to read the basic 
demonstration, complete with images.

If you are familiar with the basic rules of 
Karacterz, go to page 22 for the advanced 
rules.

Turn to page 24 to read our tips and 
strategies.

www.Karacterz.com also features 
demonstration videos for additional learning 
and strategic advice for a greater compeitive 
advantage.
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Setting Up Karacterz

Rules of the Game

Setup
1) Separate the cards into decks based on 
the symbol on the back. You will have seven 
piles of cards: Class, Core, , , , , and 
the “Purple Cards.” 

2) Shuffle the , ,  and  Decks.

3) Each player selects a Core card, either 
randomly or by choice.

4) Set aside damage tokens where everyone 
can reach. If you don’t have the official 
damage tokens, you can use coins, dice, or a 
pencil and scratch paper to track damage. 

5) Decide which player will go first. Flip a 
coin, roll a die, play rock-paper-scissors, or 
find another method that works for you. 

Phase 1: BUILD!
1) Each player draws a total of 4 cards from 
the , , and/or  decks. 

2) Each player may do any of the following 
actions with the cards in their hand:

 Equip: Place any number of non-
combat cards (cards that don’t say “combat” 
in the middle box) face-up in front of you to 
gain their permanent bonuses and additional 
abilities (see Karacter Kreation restrictions 
on the back cover).
 
 Build: Place any number of combat 
cards face-down in a pile, making your 
Combat Deck. These will be used in Phase 2.
 
 Discard: Discard any number of cards 
face-up on your Discard Pile. Draw the same 
number of cards from the , or Support 
deck
 
 Hold: You can keep any cards you 
don’t want to equip, build or discard yet in 
your hand until you decide what to do with 
them. There is no limit to how many cards 
you can have in your hand, but you must 
equip, build or discard all of your cards 
before Phase 2 can begin.

Unused 
Core Cards 
(set aside)

Class Cards Reference 
Cards
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Fighter Example

(Phase 1 continued)
3) Repeat steps 1 and 2 until at least one 
of the , ,  or  decks have run out 
of cards. At the end of a round, At the end 
of a round, If every fighter has a weapon 
equipped, any player may declare an Early 
Finish. If an Early Finish is declared, the 
current round becomes the final round.

4) Decide what to do with the rest of the 
cards in your hand as normal. In the final 
round, you may not Hold onto cards, you 
must Discard any cards in your hand that 
you do not want to (or cannot) Equip or 
Build. Set the rest of the , ,  and  
decks aside. You will not need them for 
Phase 2.

Phase 2: FIGHT!
1) All players draw 4 cards from their 
Combat Deck. Execute all Automatic card 
powers.

2) All players choose a Combat card from 
their hand or an Activate power from an 
equipped card as their action. 

When executing a Full Block, Boost or 
Attack, include that card as well. Place your 
card or cards face-down in front of you.  

When playing a game with 3+ 
players, we highly recommend 
players use a Target card with 
their action. This will confirm 
who the player chose as their 
target for the turn. Each player 
holds a Target card in their 
hand for each opponent, 

matching the illustration of their Core cards. 
If you don’t have Target cards, declare the 
target of your attack when you reveal the 
attack.

Target cards are sold separately and as part 
of the Karacterz Deluxe Box.

Equipped Cards
(one card on each spot)

Every spot does not 
have to be filled.

Stat cards organized 
for easy counting.

Totals two hands (  )

Fighter’s Total Bonuses:
11 , 10 , 2 , Half +1

3, 4, 4

Count all bonuses in the Top 
Box of each equipped card.

(  adds to all stat types)

Hidden Item ( ) card 
equipped on Wild spots.
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Phase 2 Turn Example

(Phase 2 continued)
3) Once all players have placed their cards on 
the table, simultaneously reveal everyone’s 
cards. Execute the actions in the following 
order:

Activate powers
Attacks with 

Blocks
Boosts
Attacks

4) Each player totals the damage of their 
attacks, subtracted by any relevant defend 
stats the target has. The target adds the 
resulting total to their damage pile. 

5) Repeat steps 2, 3, 4, and 5. The round is 
over when all players are exhausted. A player 
is considered to be exhausted if they have no 
Combat cards left in their hand. 

6) Begin a new rounds starting again from 
step 1. The game is over when all players 
have no Combat cards remaining in their 
hand or deck. 

Total and compare every player’s damage 
pile. The winner is the player who has taken 
the least amount of damage. 

Mercy Rule: A player may admit defeat at any 
time if they have no remaining Combat cards 
and their damage pile has the most damage 
in it. 

Brian executes 
Healing Potion.

Brian’s Core card.

Matt’s Core card.

Alandra’s Core card.

Matt executes a Full 
Attack against Brian 

by playing it with 
Defensive Tactics 

from his hand. Matt 
follows the power 

on Full Attack, not 
Defensive Tactics.

Matt played a Target 
card that matches 
Brian’s Core card 
with his cards to 

target Brian.

Alandra executes her 
Academy Graduate’s 

Activate power.

Order of Actions:
1) Alandra’s Academy Graduate.
    (Activate Power)
2) Brian’s Healing Potion.
    (Boost)
3) Matt’s Full Attack.
    (Attack)

Target cards sold separately or in Deluxe Box Set.
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Phase 2 Restrictions
Only one card can be recycled by using an 
equipped card per round. Once any player 
has no cards remaining in their Combat 
Deck, cards can no longer be recycled by any 
card power. 

When a power allows you to search for a 
card,  you may choose a single deck or 
discard pile belonging to any one player. If 
you do not find any cards you want, or that 
you are able to equip, you cannot search 
another deck or discard pile. Shuffle the 
chosen deck after searching it. Discard piles 
do not need to be shuffled. 

Are you having difficulty learning the rules to 
Karacterz? 

Continue reading to see an example of how a 
basic game of Karacterz is played.

Check out our demonstrations and reviews 
at our website, www.Karacterz.com. 

If you need more help, please feel free to 
email us at Landratt.LLC@gmail.com. We 
would love to hear from you!

Tutorial Game Demonstration
Start your exciting journey here and learn 
how to build the most epic fighter possible! In 
this demonstration, we will show you how a 
game is played and teach the most important 
rules of Karacterz. We hope reading, 
watching and playing this demonstration will 
enhance your understanding and experience 
with Karacterz!

DEMO SETUP
The cards come prearranged to help you set 
up the game. Open Box 1 or the Deluxe Box 
Set and hold the stack of cards so the back 
is facing up. Take the top card and put it 
on the table. Continue putting cards on the 
table and when you see a new icon, make a 
new deck. The cards should be arranged so 
the first card on the following list is the top 
card of the deck:

Set Aside:
Female Core
Male Core
Mage
Champion
Symbol Guide/Class Requirements
Phase 1/Phase 2
Half Attack (1 for each player)
Half Block (1 for each player)

:
Tornado
Magic Staff
Enhancement Spell
Padded Armor
Magic Stat
Elemental Shield
Fireball
Rock Barrage

:
Dagger
Quarterstaff
Agility Stat
Dodge
Rapid Strikes
Offensive Tactics

:
Physical Stat
Rondache
Practiced Strike
Weapon Mastery

:
Independently Studied
Stamina Mastery

Set all remaining cards aside or back inside 
the box. 

This demonstration will show a game with 
two players: Alandra and Matt.
 
Once the game is set up, both players choose 
a Core card. Alandra selects a Core card with 
the “  +1” bonus and Matt selects a Core 
card with the “  +1” bonus. They flip a coin 
and Alandra is chosen to start the game.
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Alandra’s Total Bonuses:
9 , 5 , Half +2

Then, Matt draws 4  cards: Tornado, Magic 
Staff, Enhancement Spell and Padded Armor.

      Alandra draws 2  and 2  cards: 
Dagger, Quarterstaff, Physical Stat and 

Rondache. 

Alandra equips Rondache (uses ) and 
Dagger (uses , totals  ).

Alandra’s Total Bonuses:
4 , 2 , 1, Combo +1

Alandra equips Physical Stat beside her Core 
card to keep her playing area organized.

She executes Champion’s Immediately 
power to search the  deck to attach 

Weapon Mastery onto Champion. 

Alandra also equips Quarterstaff, but 
because Quarterstaff requires  , she 

must discard Rondache and Dagger. 

Alandra’s Total Bonuses:
9 , 5 , Half +2

Alandra meets or exceeds the 
requirements for Champion and 
equips the Champion Class card. 
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Alandra’s Playing Area:

Alandra’s Total Bonuses:
9 , 5 , Atk +2, Full +1, Half +2

Matt equips Magic Staff (using  ) as 
his weapon.

Matt equips Padded Armor as his armor.
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Matt discards Tornado to draw a card from 
the  deck, and drew Independently Studied. 

Matt’s Total Bonuses:
8 , 4 , 2

Matt equips Independently Studied and 
executes its Immediately power. Matt 
searches the  deck to attach Stamina 
Mastery onto Independently Studied.

Matt sees he meets the requirements for the 
Mage Class card because he has only drawn 

from the  and  decks. 

Matt equips the Mage card, knowing that he 
must put it back if he decides to draw from 
any deck other than the  and  decks.

Matt’s Total Bonuses:
8 , 4 , 2

Matt places Enhancement Spell face-
down to start building his Combat Deck.
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This was an example of one Round. Rounds 
end when all players have decided their 
actions for the 4 cards they drew. The next 
round begins when each player draws 
another 4 cards from the , , and/or  
decks again. Phase 1 continues until any 
of the , ,  or  decks have no more 
cards. 

If every player has a Weapon card equipped 
to their fighter, a player may declare an 
Early Finish to stop Phase 1. 

In a game with 3 or more players, we 
recommend using a Draw Token to keep 
track of who’s turn it is to draw their cards. 
A Draw Token is in the Deluxe Box Set or a 
part of the Damage Cards accessory. 

Go to the next page to continue the 
demonstration into Phase 2: FIGHT!

Matt’s Playing Area:

Matt’s Total Bonuses:
10 , 4 , 2, Full +2
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The first round begins with Alandra and Matt 
both drawing 4 cards from their own Combat 
Decks. Alandra draws Dodge, Rapid Strikes, 

Offensive Tactics and Practiced Strike. 

Matt draws Elemental Shield, Fireball, Rock 
Barrage and Enhancement Spell. 

Before the players play their first 
card, Matt’s Stamina Mastery has the 

Automatic power to Heal 5 damage. He 
has zero damage in his Damage Pile and 

so no damage can be healed.

Matt’s Damage Pile:
Zero

All cards played in Phase 2 are played face-
down until all players have played a card. 
Once Alandra and Matt have both placed a 
card face-down from their hand, they reveal 

their cards at the same time.

For the first turn, Alandra executes 
Practiced Strike. 

Matt executes Enhancement Spell. 
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Matt sets Enhancement Spell aside in his 
playing area for the round.

Alandra’s
Practiced Strike

Matt’s 
Enhancement Spell

Matt’s Enhancement Spell is first because 
boosts take effect before attacks 

 Matt’s Padded Armor has the 2 bonus, 
subtracting 2 damage from Alandra’s attack. 

Matt adds 7 damage to his Damage Pile.

Practiced Strike is a  attack. Alandra 
adds all of her  stats and all of her Atk 
bonuses. Alandra also adds the “Attack 
+2” from Practiced Strike, inflicting a 

grand total of 9 damage.

Alandra’s Total Bonuses:
9 , 5 , Atk +2, Full +1, Half +2

++

+ +

Alandra’s Total Damage:
9

Matt’s Damage Pile:
7

-
Matt’s Defend Bonuses:

2

Alandra is winning so far! 

Offensive Tactics has OR, giving Alandra a 
choice between two effects. Alandra selects to 

give all her attacks First Strike ( ).

For the next turn, Alandra executes 
Offensive Tactics and Matt executes Rock 

Barrage. 

Offensive 
Tactics

Rock 
Barrage
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Rock Barrage is a  attack so Matt adds all 
of his  stats as well as his Atk bonuses. He 
also adds the “Attack +2” from Rock Barrage, 

inflicting 17 damage to Alandra. 

++

Matt’s Total Bonuses:
9 , 4 , Atk +4, 2

+ +

+ =

Her fighter does not have any  or  
bonuses so Alandra adds all 17 damage to 

her Damage Pile.

Matt’s Total Damage:
17

Alandra’s Damage Pile:
17

Alandra discards Practiced Strike onto her 
Discard Pile and Matt sets Rock Barrage 
aside because it gives his fighter bonuses 

during the next turn.

For the next turn, Alandra executes Dodge 
and Matt executes Fireball. Dodge is a block 

so it takes effect before Matt’s attack. 

Matt’s attack puts him in the lead!

DodgeFireball
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Fireball is a  attack so Matt counts his 
 stats. Matt’s fighter has more than 8  

stats, he gains “Enhance 1” to add 1 more 
damage, totaling 19 damage. 

Dodge cannot be recycled because players 
have empty Combat Decks and Rock 

Barrage’s bonuses lasted only for this turn 
so it is discarded.

Alandra’s fighter has more than 9  stats 
so Dodge blocks all  attacks and gives her 

fighter 5 and 5 bonuses for the turn. 

Alandra discards Dodge and Matt discards 
Rock Barrage and Fireball. 

+ 5

+ 5 

Alandra’s Total Bonuses:
9 , 5 , Atk +2, Full +1, Half +2

++

Matt’s Total Bonuses:
9 , 4 , Atk +4, 2

+ +

+ =

Matt’s Total Damage:
14

Alandra’s Damage Pile:
31

Alandra has 5 from Dodge, subtracting 
5 damage. She adds 14 damage to her 

Damage Pile. 
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Rapid 
Strikes

Elemental 
Shield

Normally, Matt’s block would take effect 
first, however, Alandra’s Offensive Tactics 

gives her attack First Strike ( ) so her 
attack is first.

Since Alandra’s attack took effect before 
Matt’s block, Elemental Shield does nothing 

this turn. Matt discards Elemental Shield.

Alandra executes Rapid Strikes and Matt 
executes Elemental Shield. 

Elemental Shield blocks  attacks and 
inflicts 5 damage to opponents attacking 

him with  and  attacks. 

Alandra does not discard Rapid Strikes 
because it is used once more next turn. 

Matt subtracts 2 damage with his 
Padded Armor and adds 11 damage to 

his Damage Pile.

Rapid Strikes is an  attack so Alandra 
adds her  stats, Atk bonuses and her 

attack’s “+1”, inflicting 13 damage. 
Alandra’s Total Damage:

13

Matt’s Damage Pile:
18

-
Matt’s Defend Bonuses:

2

Rapid 
Strikes

Elemental 
Shield
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 Just like last turn, Alandra adds her  
stats, Atk bonuses and Rapid Strike’s 

“+1”, inflicting 13 damage. Matt subtracts 
2 damage and adds 11 damage to his 

Damage Pile. 

Alandra is catching up! 

Matt adds his  stats and Atk bonuses. 
Next, he halves the total, rounding down. 

Lastly, Matt adds his Half bonuses, inflicting 
a total of 7 damage. 

Alandra adds 7 damage to her Damage Pile.

Alandra’s attack has  so her attack is in 
effect first. 

Matt chooses his Half Attack to be a Half  
Attack.

Can Alandra catch up?

Phase 2 continues until all players have 
no cards in hand and in their Combat 
Decks. If a player has no more cards in 

their Combat Deck to draw from and they 
have the highest amount of damage in their 

Damage Pile, they may invoke the Mercy 
Rule. Players invoking the Mercy Rule are 

dropped out of play.

Go to www.Karacterz.com for detailed 
demonstrations of a game of Karacterz that 

also includes Advanced Rules!

Play a couple games and become familiar 
with the rules before continuing to read the 

Advanced Rules.

Matt can choose to play a Half Block or Half 
Attack. Matt selects to execute Half Attack.

Both Matt and Alandra have no cards in 
their hands. The round continues because 
Rapid Strikes is still in effect as an attack. Alandra’s Total Damage:

13

Matt’s Damage Pile:
29

-
Matt’s Defend Bonuses:

2

Matt’s Total Damage:
14

+ Matt’s Half Bonuses:
None÷ 2 = 7

Alandra’s Damage Pile:
38
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Advanced Rules
These advanced rules really help you get 
the most out of your Karacterz experience. 
Each rule here adds another level of strategy 
and fun that makes your battles even more 
intense! We recommend learning one rule 
from this section at a time, starting with the 
first rule; adding only one rule to a new game 
and working your way down to the last rule.

Half/Full Blocks, Boosts, Attacks
Half Blocks, Boosts and Attacks are the 
actions players may execute when their 
fighter is exhausted. You can also play a 
Half Block, Boost or Attack card along with 
a combat card from your hand to execute 
a Full Block, Boost or Attack. Discard the 
combat card without executing its power, 
and execute the Full Block, Boost or Attack’s 
power instead.

It is Phase 2 and Matt no longer has cards in 
his hand. Brian still has a card in his hand. 
With his fighter exhausted, Matt must execute 
a Half Block, Boost or Attack. Brian takes 
advantage of Matt’s exhaustion and uses the 
last card in his hand to execute a Full Attack. 
Brian’s card, Elemental Shield, normally 
blocks  attacks, but he is instead executing 
a Full Attack to deal some damage with his 
defensive card. The power on Elemental 
Shield is not in effect when Brian executed 
the Full Attack.

Activate Powers
Some equipped cards have powers with 
the label, Activate. These powers can be 
executed once a round during Phase 2, 
in place of using a Combat card from the 
player’s hand.

Matt has the Class card, 
Combatant, equipped. 
Combatant has the power: 
“Activate - Execute a Full  
Attack.” With this card, Matt 
can execute a Full  Attack 
once per round instead of 
executing a card from his hand.

Hidden Item ( )
Hidden Item cards are items a fighter can 
hide from their opponents. During Phase 1, 
any card with the  symbol in its middle 
box can be equipped as a Hidden Item card. 
To equip a Hidden Item, place the card 
face-down in one of the two Wild card spots 
During Phase 2, a player may reveal their  
card before choosing an action by flipping 
it face-up. Once revealed, the player can 
execute its power, if possible. If the Hidden 
Item card is not a weapon, the player also 
adds its bonuses to their fighter.

A Weapon card with the Hidden Item symbol 
( ), once revealed, can replace a Weapon 
or Shield card the fighter is currently 
using before choosing their action in the 
current turn. The fighter cannot have items 
equipped using more than two hands (  

). The replaced card is placed where the 
Hidden Item Weapon card was before the 
replacement. The player may replace their 
Weapon or Shield card for as many turns, 
or as many rounds, as they wish. When 
counting their bonuses, players add bonuses 
from the cards they are using and not a 
Hidden Item Weapon card in the Wild card 
spot.

Alandra has a Sword and Scimitar equipped. 
She also just revealed her Hidden Item card, 
Wand. Alandra chooses to replace Sword with 
Wand. She now adds bonuses from  
Scimitar and Wand, but not Sword.
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Stat Card Powers 
Every Magic, Agility and Physical Stat card 
has a written power. In the first released 
set, all Magic Stat cards have the same one 
power, all Agility Stat cards have another 
power and all Physical Stat cards have 
yet another power. These powers can be 
executed during Phase 2 like any other card 
in play. Follow the written instructions to 
execute its power!

Only one Stat card power of each type can 
be executed in the same turn. For example, 
you can use the power in Agility Stat the 
same turn as the power in Physical Stat, but 
cannot use the powers of two Agility Stat 
cards or two Physical Stat cards in the 
same turn. 
 

Combos
Be warned: this is the most advanced rule. 
Combos give players an advantage to execute 
multiple card powers in the same turn 
during Phase 2. When executing additional 
actions in the same turn, add +1 damage 
to each additional action that is an attack. 
The second action gets +1 damage, the third 
action gets +2 damage and so on. Add your 
Combo bonuses to this extra damage. 

When executing half attacks, the combo 
damage bonus is added before the total is 
halved.

Unless otherwise specified by a card, players 
cannot execute additional actions in the 
same turn if the first action was an attack 
that dealt no damage or was blocked.

It is Phase 2 and Brian is bringing the pain 
to Matt. Brian is a Samurai, which allows 
him to to immediately execute an additional 
Combat Attack from his hand. After inflicting 
18 damage to Matt with Penetrating Attack, 
Brian uses Samurai to execute Sweeping 
Strike from his hand.

After counting his  and Atk bonuses, Brian 
adds an additional +1 Combo damage with 
Sweeping Strike because it is his second 
action in the same turn. Then he adds his 
Combo bonuses from his equipped cards, such 
as Duel-Wield Mastery and Dagger. These 
two cards’ Combo bonuses bring his Combo 
damage up to +3. 

If Brian were execute another attack this 
turn, such as executing the Physical Stat 
card’s power to execute a Half  Attack, he 
would add +4 combo damage (+2 for being 
his second action this turn and +2 from his 
equipped Combo bonuses) before halving the 
total.

Official play, such as the seasonal 
international competitions, allows all 
Advanced Rules. We may host official play 
without advanced rules if there is demand 
for it. Although not required to play, we 
recommend becoming at least a little familiar 
with this section if you wish to partake in 
official play.
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Tips and Strategies
Take advantage of our expertise to 
strengthen your game! We highly recommend 
playing two or three games to understand the 
rules before reading this section.

Phase 1 Strategies
Phase 1 is all about building the most 
powerful fighter! Here are some tips to help 
you get the most out of the cards your draw 
into your hand:

Focus Your Strengths
Although we have seen powerful fighters 
utilizing all three ,  and  stat types, 
concentrate on one or two of them. The 
most powerful cards in Karacterz require 
a minimum of stats to equip them or 
execute combat cards to their full potential. 
Utilizing all three may spread your fighter’s 
strengths too thinly, unable to meet these 
requirements.

Weapons Are Key To Class Cards
Equipping a Class card is the best way to 
gain bonuses and a powerful ability! Set a 
goal to equip your favorite Class card before 
the other players claim it for themselves.
Weapons are the cards that give the most 
bonuses. Equipping a weapon or two greatly 
enhances the player’s ability to utilize the 
most powerful cards in Karacterz. Shield 
cards grant solid defensive bonuses instead 
of increasing your attack power. Defense 
does help withstand extremely powerful 
attacks, but Shield cards do not provide the 
bonuses needed to equip Class cards.

Balance Combat Deck With Stat Cards
Having cards in your Combat Deck is 
extremely important to win Phase 2; however, 
so is equipping lots of Stat cards. Players 
who concentrate on Stat cards and other 
non-combat cards will result in very few, 
but very powerful, attacks and Half Blocks. 
The reverse is true too: a large Combat Deck 
with only a few Stat cards may outlast your 
opponents with many blocks, boosts and 
weak attacks. Balance the size of the Combat 
Deck and the amount of Stat cards carefully 

to ensure victory.

Phase 2 Strategies

Boost Early, Boost Often
Boosts are there to make your fighter even 
more powerful by adding even more bonuses! 
However, effects from Combat Boost cards 
are temporary. The best time to execute a 
boost is at or near the beginning of the round 
because the longer it is in play, the boost 
becomes more effective. If you have a boost 
card as the last, or next to last, card in your 
hand, we recommend using it as a Full Block 
or Full Attack instead.

Extending Your Hand vs. Combo Damage
There are two main strategies in Phase 2: 

1. Keeping the cards in your hand as long as 
possible.

Everybody draws 4 cards at the beginning 
of each round. There are certain actions 
that do not require a card from your hand to 
execute. 

There is a great chance your opponents will 
becomes exhausted if you extend your hand. 
Your opponents can only deal a limited 
amount of damage or strengthen their 
defense a small amount when their fighter 
is exhausted. While their options are thin, 
you can execute your actions to the fullest of 
your fighter’s abilities, dealing more damage 
than your opponents can handle!

To extend your hand, you can execute 
actions that do not require that you use the 
cards in your hand. These actions are:

 ▪ Activate powers.
 ▪ Cards such as Defensive Tactics and 
Focus allow you to draw an extra card.

 ▪ Players are allowed to execute one Half 
Block, Boost or Attack before their 
fighter is exhausted.

While you are executing extra actions, or 
preparing to deal more damage later, your 
opponents can deal maximum damage 
against you. Sometimes it is worth the wait; 
it takes only one or two extra actions in 
a round to turn the tide of victory in your 
favor!
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(Phase 2 Strategies, continued)
2. Using the cards in your hand as quickly 

as possible.

Your attacks get a Combo bonus when 
executing multiple actions in a single turn. 
The more actions in a turn, the greater the 
Combo bonus!

You burn through your hand faster than 
your opponent with this strategy, potentially 
leaving you open to their attacks. You can 
counter this weakness with equipped cards 
that have Half bonuses, strengthening your 
Half Blocks and Attacks!

We highly recommend becoming very familiar 
with calculating damage in Karacterz before 
playing with the Combo system. Combo 
bonuses add another layer to calculating 
damage and can become difficult to keep 
track of.

Check out page 23 of this rulebook for a 
further explanation of how Combo damage 
is calculated. The “Phase 2 Explained” page 
on our website also has an explanation of 
Combo damage. 

You execute Dodge, a Combat Block card. 
Afterwards in the same turn, you execute the 
Agility Stat cards’s power. Since it is your 
second action this turn, the Half   Attack 
gets a +1 Combo bonus to your damage before 
it is halved. Next, you follow that attack with 
another using a Physical Stat card. As your 
third action this turn, the Half   Attack gets 
+2 Combo bonus before it is halved as well.

Combo bonuses from cards such as Dagger, 
Dual-Wield Mastery and Fireball add to the 
extra Combo damage. Using these will greatly 
enhance how much extra damage you deal 
when you combo your attacks!

Both strategies allow you to inflict maximum 
damage with the cards you draw into your 
hand. Balancing the two strategies is the key 
to your victory!

Enhance Synergy
Enhance gives your attack extra damage! 
Enhance adds damage of a specific stat type, 
such as ,  and , to your attack. It is 
best to Enhance an attack of the same stat 
type as the Enhance. If the stat types match, 
the increased attack is added to the normal 
attack and the combined damage is counted 
against your target’s defend bonuses once. If 
the stat types do not match, both the attack 
and Enhance are counted against your 
target’s defend bonuses separately.

Enhanced Attack Of Same Stat Type
You execute Fireball. Your fighter has 8 or 
more  bonuses so your attack gets 
Enhance 1. This means your Fireball gets 
one extra damage with the  stat type. In 
this situation, the Enhance stat type ( ) 
matches your attack’s stat type ( ). It would 
only count against your opponent’s defend 
bonuses once.

Enhanced Attack Of Different Stat Types
You execute Spinning Jump Kick. Your fighter 
has more than 7  bonuses so your attack 
gets Enhance 2. The stat types match, 
adding two extra damage to your attack. 
However, you surprise your opponent by 
executing Magic Stat card’s power, giving 
your attack Enhance 5. Spinning Jump 
Kick is an  attack, a different stat type 
from Magic Stat’s Enhance 5. Your attack 
will be subtracted by your target’s defend 
bonuses separately from your Magic Stat’s 
extra damage. Your opponent would subtract 
damage from Spinning Jump Kick with 
their  and  bonuses. Then, they subtract 
Magic Stat’s Enhance 5 with their  and  
bonuses. Notice they would subtract damage 
with  their bonuses twice. 

Enhancing an attack with a different stat 
type is most effective if your opponent has 
little or no , ,  and  bonuses.

When playing a game with 3+ players, these 
rules also apply when executing an attack 
against a target with another player. 
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Using Hidden Item ( ) Cards
Hidden Item ( ) Cards can give fighters who 
utilize two or all three ,  and  stat type 
decks an advantage over specialized fighters. 
Players can switch between an equipped 
Weapon card and their Hidden Item before 
choosing an action in Phase 2.

Hidden Item cards are the only non-combat 
cards that are equipped face-down. This 
gives you an extra element of surprise; 
nobody knows what your fighter is hiding! At 
any round, during any turn, before everybody 
reveals their actions, you may reveal your 
Hidden Item card by flipping it face-up. Once 
revealed, you may use your Hidden Item card 
in one of your fighter’s two hands (  ). 

You have equipped a Wand card face-down as 
your Hidden Item. You have chosen to execute 
Fireball, a  Attack, but you have two Sword 
cards equipped. The Sword cards do not have 
any bonuses to add to your Fireball attack, 
but your Wand does! You reveal your Wand 
card face-up before everyone reveals their 
actions. Equipping both Sword cards take 
both of your fighter’s hands, your Wand card 
takes the place of a Sword card, giving your 
fighter the bonuses from Wand and a Sword 
card instead of both Sword cards. Your target 
did not anticipate your Fireball and you inflict 
maximum damage to their damage pile!

Here are the rules using Hidden Item cards:
 ▪ Only one Hidden Item card can be 
equipped to your fighter. It is placed as 
one of two wild cards.

 ▪ You may reveal your Hidden Item card 
at any round during Phase 2, before the 
next turn begins.

 ▪ The Hidden Item card must be revealed 
before everyone reveals their actions 
and it must be revealed to take the 
place of one of your fighter’s hands 

     (  ).
 ▪ When the Hidden Item card takes the 
place of another card, the replaced 
card’s stats or powers do not apply to 
your fighter until you trade it with your 
Hidden Item card again.

 ▪ Keep track of which cards you are using 
by placing the replaced or Hidden Item 
card in one of you two wild card spots. 
The card placed here does not add to 
your fighter’s bonuses.

 ▪ The Hidden Item card can take the 
place of another card for as long as you 
desire.
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To Be Continued
Thank you for reading or skimming (it’s okay, 
we understand) this book. We hope it was easy 
to learn how to play Karacterz.

There is so much more to the game than 
what is in this book. Karacterz is designed to 
fit your needs and the needs of the group you 
play with. The next book features different 
styles of playing Karacterz. They include:

Draft Style - Play with some of the cards, 
shortening play time and adding strategic 
depth.

Karacter Cards - Play with pre-made fighters 
or build your own epic fighter!

Quick Style - Speed through Phase 1: BUILD! 
and get right into Phase 2: FIGHT!.

Solo Style - Can you defeat the Boss alone?

Co-Op Style - Defeat the Boss together!

Team Style -  Play with multiple fighters! 

We plan on releasing more styles of play in 
the future, at no extra cost to you! Keep an 
eye on our progress at www.Karacterz.com 
and www.Facebook.com/Karacterz. 27



Basic Game Setup
1)  Separate and shuffle the , ,  and  decks. Give each player a set of the Half/Full Block, Boost and Attack cards.
2)  Choose a Core card at random or by choice. Put the Class cards in a pile face-up and set aside unused Core cards.
3)  Gather supplies to track damage piles for each player. We recommend coins as the easiest way to keep track of damage.
4)  Decide who goes first. Flip a coin, roll a die, rock-paper-scissors, etc.

Phase 1: Karacter Kreation
1)  Each player draws a total of 4 cards from the , , and/or  decks.
2)  Each player executes the following actions to the cards in their hand:

 ▪ Equip: Place non-combat card(s) face-up in front of you to gain permanent bonuses (see Karacter Kreation Restrictions below).
 ▪ Build: Place combat card(s) face-down on your Combat Deck to use during Phase 2: Kombat Mode.
 ▪ Discard: Discard your card(s) and draw the same amount of cards from the  deck. To Discard these cards, you must do so next round.
 ▪ Hold: Keep the card(s) in your hand until you decide to Equip, Build or Discard them.

3)  Repeat both steps for all players until the final round, when either the , ,  or  decks have run out of cards.
 ▪ Players continue play until everyone has played in the final round. You may Discard to draw from any deck if the  deck is empty.
 ▪ Any player may declare the current round to be the final round if all karacterz have a weapon equipped.
 ▪ All players must Equip, Build or Discard all cards in their hand and equip all attached cards before advancing to Phase 2.

Karacter Kreation Restrictions:
 ▪ Unless otherwise noted, players can only equip ONE unattached Class, Origin, Mastery, Armor and Hidden Item ( ) card.
 ▪ Weapon and Shield cards can be equipped up to a total of two Hands (  ).
 ▪ Players may discard an equipped card to equip a different card. The discarded card cannot be used to draw a  card.
 ▪ Bonuses on attached cards are applied to the karacter unless they are discarded along with the card they are attached to.

All players must shuffle their Combat Decks before proceeding to Phase 2: Kombat Mode.

Phase 2: Kombat Mode
1)  All players draw 4 cards from their Combat Deck. Execute all Automatic card powers.
2)  All players choose a card as their action and a Target card (for 3+ players) face-down then simultaneously reveal the cards face-up:

 ▪ Activate - Execute an equipped card’s Activate power instead of executing a card from your hand. You cannot use the same Activate power 
more than once per round.

 ▪ Block - Decrease damage against your karacter with one the following block types: (  bonuses subtract damage from all stat types)
 ▫ Combat Block - Execute a Combat Block card from your hand.
 ▫ Half Block - Executed when your karacter is exhausted. Choose a stat type. Gain 1 for every 4 of the chosen stat for the turn.
 ▫ Full Block - Executed along with a combat card from your hand. Choose a stat type. Block all attacks of the chosen stat type for the turn.

 ▪ Boost - Gain extra bonuses for a limited duration using one of the following boost types:
 ▫ Combat Boost - Execute a Combat Boost card from your hand. Discard the card once its power expires.
 ▫ Half Boost - Executed when a karacter is exhausted. Choose a stat type. Gain +1 of the chosen stat until the end of the round. Add your Half 
bonuses to this boost.
 ▫ Full Boost - Execute along with a combat card from your hand. Until the end of the round: Gain Atk +3 plus your Full bonuses OR Gain 2.

 ▪ Attack - Inflict damage to an opponent using one of the following attack types: (Atk bonuses add damage to all stat types)
 ▫ Combat Attack - Execute a Combat Attack card from your hand. Inflict damage equal to your attack stats of the stated attack type.
 ▫ Half Attack - Executed when your karacter is exhausted. Choose a stat type. Inflict damage equal to half your attack stats of the chosen stat 
type, rounded down. Add your Half bonuses to this attack.
 ▫ Full Attack - Executed along with a combat card from your hand. Choose a stat type. Inflict damage equal to your attack stats of the chosen 
stat type. Add your Full bonuses to this attack.

 ▪  Combo Damage - When executing additional actions in the same turn, add +1 damage to each additional action that is an attack. The 
second action gets +1 damage, the third action gets +2 damage and so on. Add your Combo bonuses to this extra damage.

3)  Compare and execute the actions played. Activate powers take effect first, then attacks with , followed by blocks, boosts, and then attacks.
4)  Each player totals the damage of their attacks, subtracted by their target’s defend stats. The result goes to their target’s damage pile.
5)  Repeat steps 2, 3, 4 and 5. The round immediately ends when all players have no cards remaining in their hand, also known as exhausted.
6)  Begin a new round, starting again from Phase 2’s step 1. The game immediately ends when all players have no remaining combat cards.

 ▪ Mercy Rule: A player can choose to lose when they have no remaining combat cards and their damage pile has the most damage.
Combat Mode Restrictions:
 ▪ Only one card can be recycled by using an equipped card per round. Cards cannot be recycled from any card power once at least one 

         player has no cards remaining in their combat deck.
 ▪ When searching for a card, you may choose any one , ,  or  decks or any player’s discard pile. If no desired or legal cards are 

         found, the player does not get to search another deck or pile. Shuffle the chosen deck after searching it.
 ▪ Only one Stat card power of that stat type may be executed in the same turn.

Total and compare every player’s damage pile. The winner is the player with the least amount of damage in their pile.

3+ Players - Teamwork and Betrayal: In Phase 2, when cards are not yet revealed, 2 players may announce and agree to target the same player. 
If successful, both players’ attacks are combined into one attack, counting their target’s defend stats only once. If a player attacks their teammate 
instead, they gain an Atk +1 bonus for their attack.
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